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IN OUR 77th YEAR

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, November 27, 1956

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXVII No. 281

`THREE CARS STOLEN HERE LAST NIGHT
1
Tommy Dorsey Choked In Sleep'
According To Coronor's Report,

Chamber Music, To
Be Presented In
Faculty Concert

Two Recovered In Short Time
,Brand New Studebaker Missing

A concert of chamber music I
1.17)
will be presented by the faculty
By JACK WOLISTOM
inence in the twenties and thirUnited Press Staff Correspondent ties. Their greatest fame was
Three automobiles were .stolen is a light purple color. The Hawk
of the Fine Arts Department of
GREENWICH, Conn., Nov. 27 won with separate bands.
Murray State College on Thurs- last night and one of them a new is believed to have dealer plates
aft — A medical examiner ruled
day, November 29, in (he Fine 1957 Studebaker Hawk is still number X-1010 on it. The car
His family and close assotoday that bandleader Tommy ciates, said Dorsey was in the
missing
Arts Recital Hall.
did not have plates while in the
Dorsey, the "sentimental gentle- best of spirits the day before
The concert will be made of
Thieves hit Brandon Bros. Used show room but plates were found
man of sw in g," accidentally. his death. They said a note to
two works, each for a different Car lot last night gaining en- to be missing from the office.
'choked to death in his sleep.
his wife, the former Jane New
combination of i,nstruments. The trance to the firm by breaking
.Grayson McClure, co-owner of
Police and Dorsey's family de- of Atlanta, Ga., found in his
first work to be presented will out the rear door. One 1954 the firm, said that the thieves
nied there was any mystery locked bedroom, was only one
. be the String Quartet in B. K. Chevrolet convertible and o n e rifled through desks and stole
surrounding his death Monday of many that Dorsey normally
589, by Mozart.. This will be per- 1952 Oldsmobile were stolen from several batteries from two racks.
in the locked master bedroom wrote each day to family memformed by the Faculty String the firm's shop.
The car had about five gallons
of his $130.000 home. He died bers, his associates and his emQuartet whose members are Prof.
The thieves also stole about of gasoline and had anti-freeze
just two days before he was ployes. Addressed "Dear Janie"
Roman Prydatkevytch, 1st violin, 50.00 worth of wrenches from in it.
due to appear in court to reply and signed simply "T," it said:
the shop. Sheriff Brigham FuiProf. Josiah Darnall:: 2efi
McClure said that if the thieves
to his third wife's divorce suit.
"Thanks very much for the
flrof. David Gowans. viola. and rell was called at 7:30 this morn- were searching for a car with
Medical examiner Dr. C. Stan- dinner -- it was wonderful, and
Prof. Neale Mason, violoncello. ing and by 8:00 a.m, the two speed, they found it.
ley Knapp said after an autopsy be sure to thank your Tor 0.
This is one of the later quartets cars were recoxerecl.
Walter Elkins, who stays at
the 51-year old musician threw I am leaving early in the mornof Mozart, and especially noticeaOne was found about o n e
(Continued on Back Page)
up while he slept, and food ing. Kiss Susie (their 7-year
ble is the importance given the block from the home of G. T.
lodged in his windpipe a n d old daughter) for me before
'cello.
Brandon, part owner of the firm,
lungs.
she leaves for school."
The other work is the "Trout" who lives on the Hazel highway.
Found By Manager
Quintet by Schubert. This is The 1952 Oldsmobile was found
Police whi were called te the
written for the unusual combi- parked at Midway Motors, also
23-room house after Dorsey's
nation r f violin, viola, 'cella, on the Hazel highway.
fully clothed body was found
strinj; bass, and piano. Assisting
by Vincent Carbone. his business
Sheriff Futrell reported that
the members 01 t h e Faculty the thieves apparently parked
manager. agreed with the mediMr. and Mrs. Lamar Britt of
cal examiner's findings. They Murray are both listed as being
Quartet in this performance will the stolen car in front of Midsaid there was no evidence of ni fair condition today- at the
be Prof. John C. Winter, piano, way Motors: :lobe - -Srtiaebakei•
nothing to in- Murray Hospital.
and Hal Link, a senior string bass dealer, then broke into the firm.
foul
dicate that Dorsey took his own
major from Salisbury, N.C. The They entered Midway Motors.by
They were involved in an
1 life.
The Ledger and Times Allcontrast between the romantic kicking the glass out of the west
accident yesterday about 12:45 The moon rides high on the new fallen snow,
However. Knapp said Dorsey's about two miles north of Paris, To lend an air of Christmas to
style of Schubertin this uncon- door of the firm. The new 1957 Western
Kentucky Conference
the scene below.
vital organs will be sent to the Tennessee.
ventional instrumentation. a n d Studebaker Hawk was driven out high school football team inWhen out of nowhere who should appear,
state toxicology laboratory in.. It was reported yesterday that
cludes three from Murray High.
the classic purity of Mozart is the front door.
But Santa, his sleigh, and four reindeer.
Hartford, Conn., for analysis..
Ends — Purdom, Murray; Buttwo men, both unidentified, had With a quick, sure
indeed striking. The Schubert
The new Hawk has a white
movement
LOUISVILLE.
the
little
rIfi
27
Nav,
—
in
man
red,
An empty bottle, which Mrs. been injured, but later reports
work gets its name "The Trout." top and a taupe bottom. Taupe ler. Madisonville.
Pulled
Forces
gently
of
Gov.
on
A.
their
B.
reins
Chandler
then
gave them their head.
Jane (Janie) New Dorsey had indicated that it was Mr. and
Tackles — Elliott. Morganfield;
closed ranks today for an all-out front .the third movement, which
It's Donder and Blitzen w:i,h Santa at the Sleigh,
said containing her husband's Mrs. Britt.
Poynter, Owensboro.
is a set of variations the
fight
to
take
over
theme
control
of
sleeping pills, was found in a
Guards — Yarborough, MorThey collided with a pickup And Dancer and Prancer looking your way.
Democratic party machinery here for which Schubert borrowed
bathroom adjoining his bedroom. truck about two miles north of The reindeer pranced, then shuffled and shied,
ganfield; Sparks. Bowling Green.
•
from
his
own
song
in
precinct
elections
of that_titie—
Saturday.
The Dorsey brothers' b a nci Paris. Two men in the truck "Look!" It's old Santa Claus,"
Center — Harding, HopkinsThe
children
all
cried,
The
concert
Two
will
Chandler
begin at 8:15-L
former
-"played as usual Monday night In from Paris, were taken to the
ville.
Their eyes blazed with excitement ...they shouted in state Atty. Gen. J. aids,
D. Buckman p. in., and it is hoped that many
the Cafe Rouge at the Hotel Henry County Hospital, and Mr.
Backs — Buchanan. Murray,.,
•
glee,
will
attend
-Asa,
31.04
-and
state _Commissioner of
from campus and
Statler in New York. But the and Mrs. Britt were brought to
Nttirrey; Rogers. M-adtThen
moved
in
community.
closer
Motor
Transportatio
better
the
to see.
n Charles M.
Admission is free.
trombone player's equally famous Murray.
sobviltet 'Sturgeon. OwensTsorn.
Blackburn,
have been in Louisbrother, Jimmy Dorsey, was in
- Honorable Mention — Berry,
Britt is .co-manager of the
The scene so vividly brought asked every Christmas season • ville helping to organize forces
seclusion. Lee Castle, a trumpet Ashland station on North Fourth
Sturgis; Moody. Franklin-Simpout in this Christmas rhyme "Where is Santa's reindeer?" for the fight.
player, directed the band.
son; Appleby. Madisonville; Wristreet_
The regular Democratic orwill come to reality in Murray After three years of hard work
Started Out In Twenties
ght. Mayfield; Duncan, Russellat 3:00 p.m. on Monday after- that included many letters, the ganization here headed by McThe brothers started as Dorville: H u n t. Franklin-Simpson;
noon, December 10th. For on ranchman- finally obtained auth- Kay Rreed, rhairman of the
sey's wild canaries in Carlin's
By UNITED PRESS
Thomas. Trigg County; B a b'b "'that afternoon Santa Claus and ority from our government to Jefferson County Executive CornPark near Baltimore in 1922
Cold air chilled a large section
Mayfield.
mitee, and its secretary Mrs. of the nation
his four live reindeer will parade get the reindeer from Alaska.
,
1 and zoomed into national promtoday as more snow
through the town to bring the
Today, the only herd of live Lennie McLaughlin, has refused and snow flurries were
The determined Lynn Grove spirit of the
forecast
season nearer to reindeer are on the Texas ranch. to make any compromise with for the
Northeast.
Wildcats defeated a well knit children
Chandler forces.
and adults.
Their
main
first
year
diet
conA heavy rain and a foot of
visiting Lyon County quintet
Efforts by M a y or Andrew
There definitely is a Santa sists principally of oatmeal just
snow struck the Northeast Mon70-62 last night.
Claus. This has been borne out like you eat for breakfast. Each Broad thisto arrange a truce
Miss Donna Faye K n igh t,
day. Heaviest hit areas w ere
Lyon jumped into an early through the
passing years by animal eats about two and one- between the factions have failed.
daughter of Mrs. Noble Knight
lead but fell behind by one newspapers
Buckman said that the two sections of Vermont, New Hampand by word of half pounds of the cereal each
. of 505 North Fifth Street in
point, 26-25, at halftime. Lynn mouth.
shire and Maine.
day. After that they do well Chandler groups here would join
urray. will graduate Friday,
Grove led by two points at
Weathermen said the new snow
People from miles around will on peanut and alfalfa hay to forces for the precinct elections.
ovember 30 from Murray State
the end of the third period be here to
view the parade, it replace the lichen moss they The forces are headed by Rob- —mostly light and generally only ,
and built up an eight point lead was asserted
College, School of Nursing.
by L. D. Miller, eat in Alaska. The moss is higlfly ert E. Hatton, chairman of the flurries—would fall from Maine
with one minute left in the Executive
Part of tier work has been
southward through West Virginia.
Chandler
3rd
District
Executive
Secretary at the Murtritious but transportation costs
1114
contest.
'
with the Davis County Hospital
ray Chamber of Commerce, the prohibit its being used on the trnmittee, and Wile— -MIMIC- '"Southern New England and. the
New Concord and Lynn Grove
Lyon County's Wendell Hallo- local sponsor.
, of Owensboro.
Commissioner Bernard J. Bax, New York metropolitan area esOld Saint Nick ranch extensively.
remain dead locked fir first way led all scorers with a 29
will pull the reins over his
Carothers secures his animals former Jefferson County sheriff. caped the snow, but were thor,
place in the county cage strug- point performance. Three Lynn
charges as they prance down each year from Eschscholtz Bay.
oughly soaked by heavy rains
gle, but that should change Fri- Grove players hit in double
the street. resplendent in their 90 miles south of Kotzebue, an
carried on gale winds. Upper
day night when the two con- figures with Rodney Warren and
bright red harness with shiny, Eskimo village of 200 population.
New York state, however, retenders meet at Concord.
Tommy McNeeley leading the brass nameplates.
ceived up to three inches of snow
The bay section is a peninsula
Much is ,at stake between the offense with 25 and 19 points
Grady Carothers, Goldthwaite, on the Bering Sea. Here, he
from a Canadian storm which
potent fives and it could deter- respectively.
Texas, ranchman, is bringing the camps in snow some three weeks
dipped across the border.
Mine the 'county tilist. Regard- Lynn Grove
11 26 45 70 live reindeer here. They
Bro, Leonard Cole
are
a
each year getting his herd toMeanwhile, a general warming
less of what does happen, it Lyon County
14 25 43 62 part of the herd he owns
Bro. Leonard Cole will became
in gether for the air trip back
took place Northwest of the cold
is sure to throw the standings
Lynn Grove (70)
pastor of the First Bapti§t churTexas.
to Texas. Temperatures where
Ilk' into a three team race for the
air from the northern Great ch in
Forwards: J. Armstrong---4,
Ecitiyville. December 2. he
Several years ago, Carothers the reindeer are captured range
Mary
Mrs.
.
Holland
Ferguson,
dangerous Kirksey Eagles will Crouch 5.
Plains
•
through the Central announced yesterday.
came to the conclusion he would as much as 80 degrees below nee Jackie kendallN was killed
climb to second, a half game
Centers: Paschall 12.
Mountain States.
The 1956 Murray State College
Bro. Cole completed 7 years
try to satisfy his children who zero.
on Sunday at 5:00 p.m in an
behind the winner.
Guards: Warren 25, McNeeley
Generally fair skies prevaile
of successful work at the Elm football banquet will be held in
The Arctic reindeer have some accident in Indianapolis, Indiana. over
The Eagles are definitely a 19.
the western two-thirds of Grove Baptist church last Sun- the North wing cafeteria of Wells
odd characteristics. For example.
contender with their high scorLyon County (62)
(Continullid on Back Page)
the nation.
day preaching to a capacity Hall at 6 p.m. on Monday; Detheir
ankles
when
pop
they
ing Rob Darnell and despite a
Forwards: Holloway 29, Polk
crowd. The church presented he cember 10.
easily hear. Their cloven hoofs
20 point licking by Lynn Grove 13.
and his wife with a bountiful
Guest speaker for 'the ;annual
are large and act aS a firm
last week, they carry considerCenter: Pearcy 12.
love offering and several gifts.
affair will be Mr..Allen Rhoades.
foundation
for
the
deep
artic
influence
able
on the hardwood.
Guards: Miller 2. Cochron 6.
The
church
gained
considerab- an attorney-at-law from Hendersnows. They are completely covKirksey came from behind last
ly under Bro. Cole including son. Other speakers on the proered with fur except the tip
week to stop Sinking Forks
contributions
totaling $76,621.40. grain will be Head Football
of their nose. They breathe like
away from home.
An educational building and a Coach Jim
a dog when warm, and reCullivan and Rex
The Standings:
Baptistry
costing
$18,000. was Alexander, toastmaster.
gurgitate like a cow when eatW. L
constructed
and the auditorium
ing.
Other highlights of the banLynn Grove
4
1
By JOSEPH W. GRIGG
Gimes and writer Andras Szan- was decorated.
Both male and female have
quet program will be the presNew Concord
4
1 .
The Hazel Fire Department antlers
United
Press Staff Correspondent dor, both recognized as "Titoists."
with a range spread as
entation of the Bill Hunt "most
Kirksey
5
2
went into action yesterday at
VIENNA. Nov. 27 lir —A wave i In the countryside, the Rushigh as four feet, and with as
valuable player" award. the PaMurray
O
0
the home of Joe Winchester
of arrests was reported f r orn1 sians arrested the entire 600-man
many
forty
as
points.
Flies
are
Murray Training
t- 2
ducah Sun Democrat "most val4
about two miles east of Hazel.
Hungary today in the wake of strong Hungarian army garrison
pet
their
peeve
for
if
gets
one
Almo
O
5
uable senior" award, and the
The home of Mr. Winchester even
close to a reindeer he Soviet-sponsored puppet Premier of Hegyeshalom. near the AusHazel
O
6
awarding of letters to deserving
is believed to have caught from shuddefs.
Janos Kadar's announced crackz,a,trian frontier. Soldiers were
By UNITED PRESS
members of this year's football
a defective flu in the kitchen.
Growers who have not comZoos have no live reindeer. down on "criminals and counter- charged with supporting the freesquad.
The home was destroyed, but
but the Texas rancher who can't revolutionaries."
dom fighters by helping refugees pleted stripping of tobacco for
The Hunt award player is
the department saved two ad- sing cowboy
Reports reaching Vienna said to find a safe route to freedom the sales season which opened
songs, and is aptly
selected annually by the squad
joining buildings.
called Santa Claus's best friend Hungary's
government across the Iron Curtain border. today could count on favorable
puppet
on the basis of his value to the
The home was partially cover- has them.
was losing no time in putting
Premier
Kadar
was riding wCather through Wednesday.
By United Press
ed by insurance with several
The Yultide season will take its new "tough" policy into ef- roughshod over the dishearted
Somewhat drier weather was team, while the Sun Democrat
Southwest Kentucky — Fair
pieces of furniture being saved on a new meaning
ior Aecipient is chosen by a
for children fect. Arrests of former "freedom leaders of the uprising regardless forecast with afternoon humidity
and a little warmer today. Inby the firemen. A purse concret annmittee on the basis
here this year with the visit fighter" leaders were reported of the effect on t h
of between 50 and 70 per cent
creasing cloudiness and not so
e
striking
taining about $50.00 was also of Santa
of ability, character, and scholarClaus and his reindeer underway all over the country. workers.. He thus
cold tonight. Wednesday will be
showed signs and ranging from 80 to 90 per ship.
saved.
cent
tonight.
Returning
diplomats
reported
cloudy and turning colder with
that
considered
he
the eevolt was
The department was formed
Also included on the program
The southwest section of the
the crackdown was started even thoroughly quelled and his Red
snow flurries likely. High today BRITAIN'S Lt. Gen. air etugn
only in recent months with
will be recognition of the 1956
state
will
told
before
the
Kadar
nation
be
slightly
will be 37 to 42. Low tonight Stockwell (above) chleftained
. in. dictatorship was back in the
more humoney being taken up by poRtimid WednesdAy with little change football queen. Scotty Heat hcott
a radio broadcast Monday night: driver's seat.
pi will be 28 to 33. High Wednes- a small group of men who be- ' lar subscription to purchase a
of Newbern. Tenn. and the formexpected
the
day in the upper 30s.
in
"I solemnly declare that all
truck. About 120 persons agreed
The Hungarian man - in - the .outheast and
gan planning the Suez Ines.
al announcement of the 1957 coBro. Connie Burt/in will be the criminals and counter - revolu- atreet already has
Ito have $1.00 a month added
Mon Aug. 10. two Weeks after
rejected the south central areas
captains. The invocation will be
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures: Egyptian
to their water bills to offset speaker at 11:00 a.m Sunday. tionaries will be sought out and government version that the popPresident
Nasser
given by the College Male quarLouisville 30, Lexington 29, Pa- seised the canal, according to
the purchase of hose, and other December 1 at the Plesant Val- put on trial."
ular "freedom
premier" Imre
I equipment.
tet.
ducah 19. Bowling Green 30. • report from Cyprus. The
ley Church of Christ. Bible study
Announces Tres! Candidates
,
Nagy went to Romania at his
The Murray State
Covington `V. London 28 and
Athletic
ration was planned In London
The fire yesterday was well will begi nat 10:00 a.m
Kadar himself announced the ilsien request. He also did not
The Sigma Department will committee, the 1956 football team
Hopkinsville 28
in co-operation with the Fran
The public is cordially invitedt first two candidates for trial. He accept Kadar's view
outside the city limits and the
that NagY sponsor a bake sale Saturday and their dates, and
i
Evansville. Ind , 28.
special
lays the report, (Eat
water supply limited.
to attend.
named them as journalist Miklos
(Continued on Back Page)
•
December 1, at 8:30 a.m.
guests will be present.
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Lynn Grove Cats
Defeat Lyon County

Donna Faye Knight
Will Graduate
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Former Murray
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Times-Herald. (Steelier 20. 1928. and the West Km:tut:kiwi, January
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TUVIDAY - NOREMBER 27, 1956

0 TEAMS SIGN COLLEMATES:

5
.

PAO'

1-American Hopefuls Snapped
Up By Pro Teams Early

Fight Results

College Football Ratings

By United Press
NEW YORK -Halo ScortiNEW YORK, Nov. 27 IP -The lost records in parentheses):
chine 1613e, Italy, outpointed
Hardy (Be zoo k a) Smallwood, United Press college football ratPoints
Team
owe, Brooklyn, N.Y. (10).
inns (first place votes and won- 1. Oklahoma (28) (9-0)
338
305
2. 'Tennessee (4) .9-0)
.NEV.
, ORLEANS -Ralph Du- Vargas, 142, Galveston, Tex., and 3. Iowa (3) (8-1)
238
pas, 142, New Orleans, La., out- Teddy Davis, 13931. Hartford, 4 Texas Aikhl (8-0-1)
224
pointed Sigfried Burrowd, 144, Conn. (10-drew ).
211
5 Georgia Tech (8-11
Germany (10).
128
. Miami (Fla.) (7-0-1)
120
Randy 7 Michigan (7-2)
LEICESTER, Eng.
HOLYOKE, Mass. -Ted Don- Turpin, 173. Learningten Spa, 8. Michigan St. (7-2)
81
caster, 171, Boston, out pointed Engand, stopped ii ex Buston, 9. Syracuse (7-1)
60
Tessier, 170, Springfield, 175, London, (31 - won British 1 0. Minnesota (6-1 2)
34
Gerry
Mass. (10).
Second 10 teams --- 11 Oregon
light heavyweight tioe.
GALVESTON, Tex. - A 1 e x

again in an effort to beat the
Canadian teams to contract talks.
But, es usual, a number of unUnited Press Sports Writer
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 311e. Per
heralded players were chosen in
PHILADELPHIA 114 --The 12 preference to the teuted Titans.
inorett Mc. In Calloway and ilideo-It!ng CuUniaS. Pa' Year 0SO: elm'
Clubs of the National Football
where. OM.
The unknowns among the most
League set out today to sign the
TUESDAY
N'IIVENISE15-21.
- 1956
top collegiate stars-and the us- sought after players were chiefly
linemen uncovered by the team
ecouts. They included Don Owens,
Mississippi Southern tackle, the
No. 3 choke of the Pittsburgh
Eteelers. and Luke Owens, Keet
Otate tackle plucked by the Bal- with the Giants and the Forty Miners.
timore Colts.
Giants Get Least Number
The Warhingtrm Redsk ins
The Giants got the least numselected Jim Podohley, Central bet out of the early draft, cornMichigan halfback, in the fourth Mg up with only two players,
round and the Detroit Lions tackle Sam Deluca of South
grabbed Steve Junker, Xavier Carolina and Dennis Mendyk, I
end, as their fourth selection.
I Micheaan State halfback.
Hornung Standout Pick
Jon Arnett of Southern CaliNotre Dame's Paul Hornung.
fornie was ;elected by Los Anthe halfback who did everything
immediately after Hornung
•well despite playing on a sputwas grabbed. San Francisco then
tering team, was the pick of the
took John Brodie, Stanford quercrop. He was selected first b v
terback; Green Bay took Michithe Green Bay Packers, who won gan end Run Kramer; Pittsburgh e
the annual bonus draw and had
took Len Dawson, Purdue quarthe right to choose any graduatterback; Cleveland went for Jim
ing college player in the nation.
Brown, Syracuse fullback, and
Packer Coach Lisle Blackbourn.
Clarence
Philadelphia selected
who pulled the .lucky slip front
Peaks, the injured Michigan State
hat in a draw with the Chicago
halfback.
Cardinals, explained that HornThe Baltimore Colts' first
would
ung
tit
right
into
t
h
e
••••
choiee was guard Jim Parker
Green Bay pattern.
of Ohio State, Washington took
e-a
"He has natural ability, is a
Don Dosseler, Miami fullback: ,
tremendous compeller, has speed the
PITP.SSURGH'S Corny Salvaterra drives into a wall of Penn State muscle (light
Chicago Cardinals picked
can stand punistunenl,
,is a punt- center Jerry Tubbs of Oklahoma;
jerseys) that stops him on the six-inch line, in a tight game fought to a 7-7 tie at
and
en
kickoff
man,
kicks
field
New York had traded its first,
Pitt Stadium. In a later play. Corny passed to Bob Rosborough for a' Pitt score.
goals and extra points, plays dedraft pick to Los Angeles, which
Fans 11,121 strong saw Bowl-minded Pitt battle in vain to break the deadlock.
tense,
can
play
halfback
or
fulltintormationat Soundphoto)
chose Baylor halfback Del Shotback. and within a year could
ner: the Detroit Lions chose
be the greatest passer in the
guard Bill Glass of Baylor and
ual Mini-her of dark' horses -they league." Blackbourn said.
the Chicago Bears took Earl Legin the early draft.
Numerically, Los Angeles was gett of
Louisiana. State.
As expected, most d the All- the chief beneficiary of the draw,
'America prospects were snapped grabbing seven of the 49 players
A total of 29 of the 49 players
Alieillieeekeleilereselected in Use -four rourideeamemeeeleseteelswere backfield stars and
rounds of selections held early result of tr_ts made previously seven were ends.

Interea at the Post Office Murray. Kentucky. for transmission a..
Second Class Matter

By RUSS GREEN

Too Tight A Squeeze

Oklahoma And Tennessee Are !selected
End In 1-2-Slots

for a first place selection, and so
By NORMAN MIL.LE'R
United Press Sports Writer . on down to one for a 10th place,
NEW YORE.' Nay 27 t --Olt- icor each coach voting. Oklahoma
lateena and Tennessee still rated 'received four seconds, one third,
ore-two arhong the nations foot- aad two fourths.
Vole Receive Four Firsts
ball teams today and barren; un-.
believable upsets in their, final I Tennessee received four first
games should finish that way in. -place votes and the other three
the fine rankings of the Unite-A went to hove.
APress Board of deletes next
Oklahema's characteristic show
week..
...f ntrereeh in heating Nebraska.
heed's new Big Ten'chariipiens 54.4.• ashured its feet place ratmove, into the No. 3 spot ahead ; ins for another week. The Soonup OUX more
eergia ore p
of Texas A&N w i.e
Tech was fifth. and Miami (Flo) ; place vtete thah they had lest
sixth. Michigan moved up to week They now have led the
eceenth. alichee,an State reneened retings for nine out of 10 weeks.
in eighth. Syracuse took over ti ehes aiS45 had won 39 games in
the NO. 9 spot. and Minnesota t a row for an all-time major colciroeeed froan sseenth to einnee 'legs record{ Tennessee hung on with a 20Okee,:rea which received
'7 'victory over Kentucky and'
of tee 35 first place votes in
Iowa moved up by socking Notre.
weekly ratings, also tabulated a Deme. 48-8. Texas A&M Wel;
total of 336 points, based' on 10 idle. This week Oklahoma finishes its.,schedule with Oklahoma
A&M *Mk'Tennessee winds up
against Vanderbilt. Iowa chores
against 11th ranked Oregon State.
which paced the U.P. second 10.
Aggies lfleligibIe
ile.xas A & M, iheligible for a
bowl assignment. plays Texas on
hursday rein rated Cieorgia
Tech winds up aeainst Georgia
By D6CAR FRALEY
on Saturday and Miami, which!
United. Press. Sports. Writer plays deflated Florida on SatterMELBOURNE UP - Fearless day, also has. a Dec. 8 date,
FralePs feels and figures from against Pitt. The other members
the Olvmpje games:
of the top 10. Michigan. Michie
The Australians make a big gan State. Syracuse' and Mindeal out cf the fact that John nesota are finished for the seaBatmen. when he landed on what son. !
,•
is noc. the site ortMelbourne. proBehind No. *1 'Oregon State in ;
cialaied: "This is the place for e the second, echelon were Pitts- •
village."
burgh and Baylor, tied for 12ii11;
Apparently there wasn't a Texas Christian 14th: Southern
queetion mark after 'that state- California' 15th; Navy 16th Yale
ment..but there might well have 17th: KU einifig .18th: Duke and
been. Either that, or old John was Texas Western, tied for 20th.
a man addicted to frequent showOf 1114 top 10 teems only Iowa
ers. Because the annual average definitely is in a bowl thus far.
in Melbourne is rain on 164 days Tennessee, Georgia °tech, and
of the year. Which leaves 201 Syracuse all are ready to go if
days, Musty Outlay.
they- receive invitations. The
The most unpopular man on others can't go because .of conthe United States Olympic team ference regulations, rules infraces higher jo-inper Charley Darnas tions. or restrictions on their apof Lee Angeles. The photogra- pearances in post-season events.
phers have .narned him "the
man we find most uncooperative.' and the reporters think .he
eeeleICATE
et
re I.
speaks only in Sanskrit.
iTitnnis romoter Busy
Jack Frarher, the tennis promoter. is at the games in a .tele•esion capacity bue he -isn't neTHE DESTRUCTIVE TERs..111V
glecting his tennis plans. -Kramer
-hopes'to nail young Ken Resetvalr
for his pro tour.
FREE INSPECTION
- 'Tee get a fighting chance e
set him, tau there -won't be at thing until after the Davis Cu,
Jack allows.
-Licensed and InsuredTherea a golf ceurse in ,Nee
Sam Kelley
Zealand. for 'the ittformation 01
you fairway fanatics, that use
nom. racll
sheep to keep its fairways mewed
athlehas square greens which 4e,
surrounded by two-strand wire
fences - to keep the sheep off
the givens.. naturally.
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-PACE TWO

-

WolvMite; Settle Grudge

State, 28; 12 (tie). Pittsburgh and
Baylor, 27 each; 14. Telias Christian, 25; 15. Southern California,
19; 16. Navy. 18; 17. Yale. 10'; 18.
Wyoming, 7. 19 (tie). Duke and
'rexas Western, 6 each.
Others -Ohio State. 5; Penn
Slate, 3; Colorado, 2; Purdue.
Arizona State (Tempe), and
Houston, 1 each.

tiS rhallee; IffifieSV
Don't De/ay/
10:0"
9ou
This Week's Winner
MRS. ETHEL LACKEY
Pospobrok. gy

Last Week's Winner
MISS LEONE WILLIAMS
Unto., City Y*net

55()Cash

C

JUST BY WRITING 25 WORDS OR
LESS TELUNG WHY YOU PREFER

L COFFEE.

C
omte.c.,/ases pect.64

14 W
.eeklry $50PrizPertizes!
d

The Grand Prize winner will be 'selected from the weekly winners. All you
do to enter is fill out and mail the entry blank below - enclosing a label from
a Colonial instant coffee jar, end seal from a Colonial Coffee bag, or winding
strip from a Colonial Coffee can, or facsimile. Use entry blank below or
get extra blanks how yqur grocer. Hurry! Contest closes December 6th!

Other Maws to ate
are Mrs. Clyde Basham of WoodlutrY.
Mrs. J. W. Keel of Nashville. Miss Nevada
Carroll of Corinth. Nlississippi. Mrs, B. S.
Williams of Jackson. Sire G. R. Kerr of
Columbia. Mrs. Omar Shoffner of Nashville.
Mn.. Luna Caraway of Paris, Mrs. John
B. Steele of Donelson. and Mrs. Thomas
Grisham of Carthage, Tennessee. Al) elelen
have son a $50.00 Weekly Prize and are now
eligible for the big $500.00 Grand Prize.
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LAUNCHING A TOUCHDOWN PARADE that blanked Ohio State, 19-0, Michigan's Terry Barr (41)- snags an aerial from Jim Van Pelt and scores while Buckeye warriors, Aurelius Thomas (64), Dick Schafrath (71) and Jim Parker (62)
trail behind. Barr, who scored two of the game's three touchtlowns, is assisted
by Johnny Iferrnntoin (left) in -the game_at_Coltunbus. Ohio. Michigan knocked
Ohio State out of its share of the Big Ten championship, avenging last season's
defeat by the Buckeyes that ruined Michigan's Rose Bowl bid.

$50022
GRAND
PRIZE

(International Soundphoto)

To be awarded
XMAS
EVE/

one
best
soap?

t

One of the World's
Finest Coffees, but
priced no higher
than ordinary blends

Mall your etstry todly
Cairns are Judged as Saturday. AU entries
received too late to be included in the Judging
en an given Sabarday will be hold for the
feuo*rng week's 4111060st. Cenbrstants may submit es essay entriell as desired, bat each must
be on as official ENV,each inset be 26
must be secompaniod by
words er lees, sad
t coffee jar. and seal
•lisbell team Colonial
or the windbag strip
from • Colosdal Corns
from • Colonial Coffee eon (sw lassimIle) to be
eligible. Grand larise winner will be selected
from 14 weekly %inners. Mel NOWA abases
4, 1444. Pio entries pe.eaerked after
of that date will be aigille. AU entries
became the preemie et 011awdol.Coffee ComAziyii
and mine can be returned. foibles are
gbrality and aptness of *ought. Duullaste
will be byrerded in tam of a Us. Domidoo
of fedi= la final. Kmployeee me SmIllos of
Colombia Coffee, end their adverng egooey
are oat eligible. Graeae wahine to state and
government regulaUons.

op=

A babe's hands and a mechanic's hands - need different
emm

soaps. There is no one best soap for clothes either. So
your I.atmdry has one soap for greasy overalls, another for
woolen blankets. The soap for white sheets isn't used for
wasting colored clothes. Let our laundry:s specialized
,soaps prOted,your clothes in the same way baby soap protects baby's tender skin.

COLONIAL COFFEE CO.
300 2nd Ave., S., Nashville, Tenn.
My Name
Address
City & State

BOONE

I bay Colonial Coffee from

Warns

LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
409 MAPLE

I prefer Colonial Coffee because
(complete in 25 additional words or lest)

PHONE 233
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PAGE THREE

Queen Causes Subs Armed
/ Controversy With Powerful
A-Sub Rockets

ble the performance of its heavy
An explosion occurred Friday
bomber wings. It is the KC135,
night at the nearby Lung Island
CHICAGO V — The skeleton
The officers of the Lynn Grove
the nation's first jet tanker
Powder Co. station. The blast
FHA attended the Installation In the closet of headquarters of
plane. It will be used to refuel
stunned the lobsters, Valentino
service of the newly organized the United Industrial Workers of
B52
jet
bombers
in
fjight,
vastly
America turned out to be $100
said, and within 30 minutes every
Wingo Chapter.
extending their range on interworth of dolls, trucks and trains.
one of them drowned.
',The program consisted of the
continental
bombing
missions
The toys, hidden last year for
installation of the Wingo offrom
bases
LONDON RP —Queen Elizabeth
in this country.
a Christmas party and forgotficers, the initation of chapter
A Navy spokesman said all
unwittingly walked into a conten, tumbled out when someone
members and the serving of
five of its new 3,480-ton leader
troversy today wearing a pair
opened the closet. The union
One 44 the fvorld's finest col- refreshments by the Wingo Chapclass destroyers now are equipsaid it would play Santa Claus
lections of guns is located in
Editors note: Kenneth Brodney of brogans that were large
By JOHN W. FINNEY
ter.
sudden
mass
death of more than the Mansion Museum, near Old
needy children this year.
Is a former 'United Press mana- enough to lie her husband's.
United Press Staff Correspondent ped with the "Weapon Able"
The Lynb Grove officers at- to
rocket. Most of the 30 destroyer 2,400 lobsters was reported to- Fort Harrod, Harrodsburg.
The Queen took young Prince
ger in Moscow. The following
tending were; Cherrie Parks,
WASHINGTON QS —The Navy escorts in the active fleet also day.
dispatch, based on his own col- Charles to a fox hunt Saturday.
president; Zane Miller, vice presis arming its new destroyers with are armed with the weapon.
They drowned, despite the fact
Russia, When the League Against Cruel
Mammoth Cave contains three lective leadership in
ident; Marinell Myers, 2nd vice
a powerful anti-submarine rocket
they had,spent their entire lives
president; Glinda Cooper, secre- underground irvers. A boat trip analyzes the apparent contradic- Sports heard of it, membrs met which
Range Still Secret
may be the forerunner of
under water.
tary; Shirley
Hill, treasurer; is included in some of the tours actions between Russian treat- In emergency session to adopt a a ship-launched
The Navy said the weapon will
atomic depth
The lobsters had been sent
"deploring"
resolution
through
the
cave.
fact
the
Poland
ment
of
ruehless
the
rilyn
Lassiter,
way
parlimentari
an;
•
give destroyers "greater range here from Maine
for distribution
in which it chushed the revolt in that the future king of Britain charge, it was disclosed today.
Judy McNeely, recreation leader;
and
latitude
The
of
attack"
rocket,
known as "Weapon
against to restaurants. They were being MEN'S ILICTRIC SHAM
should be taken to a "cruel" fox
• Martha Story, song leader; and mother Mrs. Marvin Parks at- Hungary.
submarines.
Able,"
It
gave no details on kept in an indoor storage
now carries a conventionhunt.
Shirley Stone, reporter. Our ad- tended also.
pool
al explosive charge. But officials the rocket's range.
by John Valentino, "the lobster
visor Mrs. Kerlick and chapter
By KENNETH BRODNEY
Shirley Stone, Reporter
Other Britons were more inOne of the weapon's big ad- king."
indicated it can be developed to
WRITTEN FOR UNITED PRESS terested in the Queen's shoes at
•1
take an atomic charge and be a vanftiges is that with its mobile
the hunt.
potent answer to Russia's huge turret a ship does not have to
The baffling spectacle of the
be adapted for firing atomic
Russians giving in tamely to
A photo in the Daily Express submarine fleet. It has been un- make an attack run on an enemy depth charges,
which Navy ofPolish demands for more freedom showed she was swimming in der development f o r several submarine and wait until it is ficials
claim will "revolutionize"
almost over the target before
years.
while continuing their savage the brogans.
anti-submari
ne warfare.
dropping depth charges. The
crack-down on Hungary continColumnist William Hickey said
New Draft Call
turret can be trained in almost
ues - and will continue to confuse
Navy disclosure of the weapon a complete circle, enabling a
they could have been the Duke
the East.
It illustrates the key factor in of Edinburgh's judging by their came amid these other defense ship to launch an attack as soon
Latest model. brand
developments:
as the enemy submarine is deSoviet policy-Making: Necessity. size.
D.S.C.
new and fully guaran1. The Defense Department an- tected.
Chiropodist
The Soviets gave in to the
- Foot Specialist
"They were much too big," he nounced a draft call of
17,000
teed. Complete with case, cord and
The 500-pound rocket is fired
Poles because they thought they said. "They were big
announces that his office will
gaps be- men for January, all for the from a
IMITAIN: RATIONING
cleaning brush. Regularly retails at
launcher
resembling the be
had to-as the only way to prevent tween her ankles and
OF GAS, OIL GOES
th%backs Army. The call is the same as conventional
$24.95. Our price $17.75 postage
gun turret on the
another Hungary.
INTO EFFECT DEC. IP
of the shoes.
CLOSED THURSDAYS
in the preceding three months fore. The turret is
paid. All orders filled witkin 24 hours.
But they also smashed the
controlled
except by appointment
and will bring to 2,152,430 the by a special fire control
Your money bock if you are not fully
Hungarian revolt because they
system
number of men drafted since the which aims the rocket
beginning Nov. 1st.
satisfied.Send check or money order to
thought they had to-as the only
at the
The Ancient Buried City, outbreak of the Korean War.
enemy submarine.
Professional Bldg.
way of saving their sacred line
Wickliffe, contains one of the
2. The Air Force announced
3U
The complex turret fire conof buffer states from the West,
204 So. 5th St.
Ph. 225
largest collections of Indian re- that it expects to have a new trol system of
"Weapon Able"
which they still fear with their
MO.
3,
LOUIS
ST.
212,
M
lics in the United States.
BOX
array,
Ky.
weapon late next spring to dou- raises the possibility
old obsessive fear.
that it can
And necessity will also pre•
vent any wholesale return to •
complete Stalinism inside Russia;
to the terrorization of the entire
population by the secret police
and the mass purges of the old
dictator.
Drop Old Tactics
The team that took over when
FRANCE: INDUSTRY PEELS PINCH
OF ONLY FOUR-MONTH SUPPLY;
Stalin died dropped these tactics
DRIVING CUT, HEATING CUT,
because they were forced to by
SNAKY GOVERNMENT SUDGET
popular pressure, not because of
LOS'S BILLION DOLLAR TAXES
any mystic conversion inside the
Here is one of those rare cars that,
Kremlin to the skie of the angels.
in a single model' changeover, reHUE ts PART at the result of that little bsternatkonal bottleneck.
Popular pressure in Russia
directs the whole course of autothe now etoppered Sues canal. And It looks as if things will get
can't express itself politically,
mobile design. For the new Mercury
Wane - along these oil suppty tines won they get any better.
ut It can in a hundred other
makes a clean break with the plump,
ways, grinding like ma" ive millbulging lines of the past _presents a
stones.
sleek, clean-cut, dynamic look that's
People grumble publicly, they
straight out of tomorrow.
argue bitterly with the beaucrats,
they get drunk, they steal and
embezzle and bribe, and they
speculate on the black market.
But most important - for the
government - they work less
And they work less efficiently
The effects are felt on the production figures, in factories, on
farms.
NEW! V-ANGLE TAIL-LIGHTS FROM
The Kremlin's hand was finally
DREAM-CAR DRAWING BOAIDS_A
t.1
forced by another factor. The Sostunning example of THE eta U's
viet economy was growing out of
Dream-Car Design. They help
the early stage of making any
dramatise Mercury's gleaming new
machine 'that was better than a
breadth and brawn, Mercury is now
hoe or a horse-plow. Now they
over 6.4 feet widej more than 1734
feet long!
were making jet planes, atom
bombs, electronic brains.
NMI JET-FLO BUMPER-GRILLE GIVES A
Can't Force Thinking
MASSIVE BUT GRACEFUL LOOK_ New
It may have been possible to
beauty with a purpose. The oval
force a man to run a tractor or
design acts as a double bumper_
turn a single part on a lathe 1:4r
provides high and low protection.
0
keeping a cop standing over him.
But guns can't force a man to
think, even in Russia. And the
number of Russians who must
think on the job keeps rising.
They keep pouring out of the
universities and technical schools.
The Russians, with 39 years of
rigid Communist discipline behind them and memories of cenWWI SUM, BRIM-STRONG ROOF, MORE
turies of the same medicine under
GLASS THAN EVER—It spans the most
e
took their governspacious passenger compartment in
ment's sharp warnings. They
Mercury history. You enjoy up to
slowed down.
829 square inches more visibility.
The Poles, under veteran ComThere's a sculptured panel in the
•
munist Gomulka. took the same
roof, rear deck, and rear seat. Outominous hint, and have just been
side styling "flows" into the interior.
And Mercury is new in everything
given their half-a-loaf reward.
else. You can get a power seat that
The Hungarians werenit so
"remembers" your favorite driving
lucky, and the full weight of the
position. And there's a PowerKremlin's fury fell on their heads
Booster Fan, in the Montclair
like thunder and lightning.
series, that saves horsepower other
But the flashing resistence of
cars waste. And much, much more.
the Hungarians, the more resTo see everything, we invite you
trained but still stubborn deto stop in at our towroom today.
mands of the Poles, and the
alowly grinding millstones of
the Russian people's pressure
have all taught the Kremlin new
ARPAD HA7AFI, the Hungarian freedom fighter who tesUfted b•lessons.
fore the Senate internal security committee in Washington only
a few days after escaping his rebelling homeland, makes a masked
appearance in Milwaukee, Wis., to give a tIrst-band..acoount of
DOLLARS A HEAVY BURDEN
conditions in Hungary. He is a young Jew, and uses the fIctitiouil
LAS VEGAS, Nev. el — Fire
name taped Hazafi as protecUon.
(international Bossndpkolo)
broke out Sunday night in the
'
offices of t h e Boulder Club
_
gambling casiir. Club officials
got a workout removing $190,000
from the burning building. The
LYDA
money was In silver dollars.

Lobsters Are
Drowned After
Explosion

SAVE *7.20 ON

te. 5; Penn
2; Purdue.
ripe), and

MORELCO

I

PART OF THE SUEZ RESULT

Rupert E. Stivers

JOHN BROOKS, DEPT

WE INVITE YOU TO SEE THE BIG M's NEW

)5 OR
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Outdates everything
else on the road with
its dream-car ideas!
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• 'HE WAS THERE' IN HUNGARY

....the newest
- in cars for 1957.
will influence
the look ofcam
for years to come!

- 1111111111mme

41

1-FOR CHRISTMAS THIS YEAR

eMb 11•11 •••••

give your children

MIGHT OUT OF TOMORROW

WORLD BOOK
America's Leading Encyclopedia

'169 SIO down $6• month
ARISTOCRAT (nluttrated)

MRS HOLLIS ROBERTS
Phone

1

Meituryfof57

Watch schoolwork improve
with World Book at horn,.
World Book is easy to use,
easy to understand—
makes learning fun so that
children wane to know more.
For more information, write
or phone...

IPLIFSIOW4AS

1011

MRS. EULA'MAE DOHERTY
Phone 694-W-3

E
BI G

with DREAM-CAR DESIGN
Above, Dorothy
Malone and
Cameron Mitchell In a love scene
from the feature picture, "Ten *ion At Table Rock," with Richard Egan which starts tomorrow
at the Varsity Theatre.

WILSON MERCURY SALES
515 So. 12th St.

Phone 730

Murray, Ky.
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NOW ROCKETS ARE LAUNCHED FROM INDOORS

1957 Dodge

Ammilmmovimmi•
ces Special PriTS
ON PERMANEN

Lancer Hardtop Five Inches Lower

Until December 22nd
Come get your permanent
at a special price and register
for the
;50 PERMANENT
TO BE GIVEN FREE
On Christmas

most exclusive styling
THE 1957 SWEMWING DODGE, lower and longer, has the
Lancer hardtop
two-door
the
of
Height
history.
in
ents
Improvem
and engineering
five full inches
by
reduced
been
has
above,
shown
Lancer
models like the Custom Royal
feet high. Rear fenders sweep upso that the new Dodge stands barely four and a half
accenting a sport ear apward and backward to keynote the ear's swept-wing styling,
age.
aircraft
jet
the
of
mark
a
pearance that is also
ing glasses and that hair-do were
my own Ideas. They didn't want
that, either. In some sequences
I wore the glasses only at the
beginning because the producer
would come on the set in the
middle of a scene and make me
take them off.
"They Wanteck me to play him
as a young handsome man," he
said and shook his head
By ALINE MOSBY
Fonda, whose weight hasn't
United Press Staff Correspondent varied two pounds since he arrived in Hollywood for "The
HOLLYWOOD Eff —H enry
Farmer Takes A Wife," still apFonda was hauled, protesting and
pears youthful and trim. Even
aeels kickin, from the stage into
offscreen he wins young beauthough
ago—but
years
22
movies
ties. Italian actress Afdera Fran- a
tie's still a top romantic screen
is here to visit the actor
chetti
in
madly
yet
not
star at 51 he's
he
but
insists "there's no truth"
Churchill,
Fort
at
action"
wn
"in
s.
is
for rocxct launching
love with the idea.
A NEW BUILDING esT,e;:a!:y designed
to reports they'll wed.
c.fter takeoff. Right: The Aerobe*
a
of
one-tenth
Cajun,
Army's
S.
U
The
Lett:
Marutoba.
"This film is the first one I've
• Fonda, now with distinguished
is c. ct tr.t two panels, which are raised
lgy, one second after takeoff. The roof of the Dui:Lang
gray over his ears, eat today on
oi n to allow release of the blast. The
end
ocie
at
doors
and
launcher,
the
for
to give clearance
s to measwre pressure, temperature and
the set of Paramount's "The Tin APPLE VARIETIES
rockets atom to the upper atmosphere with instrument
•
(Int erlea'iona4 Sound photos)
Star" where he rides off into AND BEST USES
photea
amity. Dakars
the sunset with young Betsy
An apple a day is good advice
Palmer. Next monlh he'll portray "a Leland Hayward type" whether it is eaten in snappy
in salad, pie, or
in "Stagestruck", in w c h he crunchy bites or
the hand of Susan Stras- as a baked apple.
wins
Friday, Pftweleber 110
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Edward
For eating out of hand, JonTuesday, November 27
berg, all of 19.
Riley bf Murray Route Two are : Murray Star chapter No. 4331 The Woman's Missionary Soc"But I didn't sign for these athan, Delicious and Stayman
,1
the parents of a son. Jc.kurNerl Order of the Eastern Star will iety of the First Baptist Church pictures until the middle of Au- are rated as excellent, while
5 ounces.
will have a mission study and gust, waiting until the last mm - Winesap runs a close second.
weighing seven pounds
A.ernber 18. hold its regular meeting at the
N,
at the
born on Sunday.
a a. seven -thirty covered dish luncheon
._ aforric
ute for play scripts," the re0uctAs would be expected, they
rchurch at ten o'clock.
at the Murray HospitaL
clock.
G"
movie star confessed in
ant
all rate tops for salad, too, say
•
I
•
•
•
S...
fan:tiller slow-paced voice.
food specialists at the University
Saturday. Decem be r 1
Mrs. Bert Wyatt has returned _The Lynn Grove Homemakeri
"The day after I signed, a play of Kentucky Extension Service,
f
The AlphaDe
to her home in Mayfield after Club will meet at the home of
producer phoned arid offered me while for America's favorite desbatErmirty-l-tdureen.-Weanan's: Club will meet
sauce.
I, probably wun't be sert — apple pie
spending the weilerci
part!
.'at the club howe at two-thirty a
o clock.
Steely alai Mr. :'
sister, Mrs.
able tot beck to the stage Wealthy, Janathan and Stayman
'o'clock. Members note change in until next fall.
' • •• e
Steely of 304% South 13th Street j
varieties take first place.
• • ••
date.
! The young people of the
Likes Stage Better
•
•
•
•
The Wealthy, Stay-man, and
Mr. and, Mrs. C. L. Vaughn of the First Baptist Church will :
"I still like the stage better,
Winesap also carry the "good"
Thursday, November 29
and son. Ted, attended the Ken- have- a_mission study at the l
This isn't an actOrs' medium,
label for baking, but are surThe Paris Road Homemakers
I
.
tucky - Tennessee football game church at five o'Clock.
but a directors' medium.
passed by the Rome Beauty, the
Club will meet at the home of
••••
considerhappily
at Knoxville the past weekend. •
was
Fonda
prize winner of all in shapeat one o'clock.
Steely
Rebel
Miss
•
••• •
First
ek
the
of
$100-a-we
Class
The Lydian
ing an offer to be a
• • ••
holding and for clear transweighing
Ray,
the
years
at
meet
A son, tSeven
Baptist Church will
musical comedy star 22
parency.
'7% pounds, was born to Mr. and home of Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale BULK TOBACCO PROPERLY
ago when producer Hayward,
of
Mrs. James Rabon Harper
at seven o'clock.
then an agent,'talked him into
TO PREVENT LEAF INJURY
••••
Golden Pond on Monday. .*ovisiting Hollywood.
Practically all Kentucky burley
vember 19, at the Murray HosWednesday, November 211
-So later when I was seeing
pital.
The' Sunbeams of the Memorial now is cured enough for bulking. my family In Omaha I came
• • •.
Baptist Church will meet at the but much of it still has .green to Hollywood," Fonda went on.
stalks which may cause heating "Hayward had Walter 'Wenger in
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Chris Beauty Shop

dune completely in Hollywood
since 'Fort Apache' nine years
ago," he said. "After it's finished I go back to New York. That's
my home."
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The whole town'. ... admiring! Admiring the
beautiful new 1957 Oldsmobiles! And it's AO
why! There', he stunning. budget..
easy to
priced CoJden Rocket 88 with new Accent
Styling . . a great new 277.horsepower Rorket
ide-Stance Chassis
T.400 Ealgine . . . pew
that makes Oldsmobile's Cantons luxury ride
smoother than ever! There's the esciting new
Super 811 Series, geared for ".utter" performance!
And the tinneilnlly elegant Starfire 98 Series with
f.tenteen new models
c,
the accent on lusur,! "
in all! Se come join the crowd! See the new
1957 Oldsmobile. at our showroom - now!
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beds produced the moat
too. Superphosphate howtobacco plants in a recent test ,19eci
ever will counteract the
ot the Agricultural Expetimenl . killing effect.
Station in Lexington. The exWild Oniats
periment was to check effects
Wild onions in pasture cannot
of cyanamid on tobacco-piant be controlled by i single apgrowth. This chemical decompose plication of 2-4-D (ester form)
is plant bed soil and gives out material. Two treatments a year
weed-killing animonia; but if the for a two or three year period
ammonia persist, it kills tobacco I are recommended

County Agent Foy's Farm
And Home News And Hints
A dark-fired tobacco stripping,
handling and marketing meeting
will be held at the Coded)?
Agents Office on Friday, Nov.
30, 1:30 p.m.
or Alum screen. No clown pay- , Also basement rooms, private enAid from the Federal Grading
Anent, 36 months to pay. Call trance, girls or boys.'Call 1057-W.
FOR SAL F
NOTICE
Service will assist in giving
I anytime. 18th at Main. Home ,
N29P
demonstrations. H o tin e s Ellis,
DON'T MISS thrf week trade in ; Comfort Co, Phoni 1303. N28P
winter Manager of the Western DarkHET WANTED ; PROTECT YOUR HOME
special. We will allow you $50
and summer with Alhorn Alum- fired Growers Association will
to $70 for your used living room NEW 21-INCH console TV, guardiscuss market outlook and SiT .;s
„
inum Triple Track combination'
anteed.
Call
1735.
suite if you trade it for a new
N27P EXI'ERIENCED Mechanic
ation. All dark-fired growers are
one at Seaford & Ray Furniture
Elmer Shute!' at Main Street 0torm-3oreen windows and doors. urged .to attend and bring a
Co., 1105 N. 3rd. Murray. Phone
N29C Bucy Builuing Suppliee.
Motors.
D1C stick of tobacco from their crop.
FOR
REN
1824.
ITC
Cattle Lice
Stockmen should treat cattle
0
ONLY ONE Garage Door Dears now for lice. Different treatCOCKER SPaniel puppier, males, 5 ROOM Brick House on 8th
ments are recommended for dairy
$10, females $5. Call 568-W-1 or Ext. Tull basement Phone 1801.
this famous trade mark "Overcows and beef cattle near
N28C
see Wybert Morris, Cadiz road.
head Door" See at ..Sucy Buildslaughter
than for beeves
N29P
ing Supplies.
DIC not ready time
for slaughter.
5 ROOM UNfurrushed apartment
1 EXTRA GODO Speed Queen in brick duplex, 72041 Sycamore.
For dairy cows and near' Female Help Wanted } slaughter
wringer washer. Also two 1956 Phone 1759-J.
N29C
beeves use Undone.
repossessed clothes dryers. See
inethoxychlor or rotenane as a
SLEEPING
ROOMS,
one
block
At G. Richardson or call 74. .
EXPERIENCED Waitress. Please spray or' dust at the following
N28C' from campus. Ideal for college
apply in person. College Grill. rates: Lindone, 25 per cent wetboys, private. Phone 891-W.
Phone 503 or 1887.
N2RC table powder, I% pounds per
• GIRLS
- WINTER COAT. size 12, House No. 107 N. 17th St. j•12912
100 gallon of water: Methoxych_
like new. Phone 727-J.
N29P
I
,
FURNISHED APT., electrically
5 ROOM BRICK house With 3 equipped, furnish heat, adults
bedrooms and Waits, oil furnace, ally. Rowlett Apt. 711 Main St.
FHA_ loan, 510 Beale St. Loan Phone 867-J after 5 p.m. N29C,
transferred.
N30C
APARTMJNT, nice for school
LOOK, Weather - lifsster Alum( boy and wife. Also nice bedroom
window and door shade-screen I for two boys, 300 Woodlawn.
30 per word for one day, minimum ef 17 words for 50c —

hop

: 328-W

r TOY
RC
HIE

6e

per word for threi days. Classified ads are payable IS advance.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
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Richard A. Butler
DO YOU WANT TO OWN AND OPERATE YOUR
OWN BUSINESS WHERE YOU CAN BE YOUR

11`,
6•
If SW 8Id
lijscret

tiol
'oe
sPne.a

•

fa

Ins

OWN BOSS AND GAIN FINANCIAL SECURITY?
One of the fastest growing businesses. in North America now
has an exclusive franchise available in this area. This is a low
overhead business that does not require a college education
or any past business experience. Age is no barrier. We have
many successful franchise owners near you. Men from all
walks of life are entering this business and are finding it
something they have always wanted. We have reported earnings in -esur4iles ranging from $550.00 to $1,100.00 a month net
profit to our franchise holders. Men selected now are receiving,theobiatofranchises.Thi Js,,a _proven business now in its
fourth year. We set up your busines for you and completelV
train you in all phases of operation. If you are a hard worker
you will be successful. Our Patent Pending and Reg. Trademark will protect you from competition and your franchise
will be exclusite. If you are honest, sincere, reliable and have

a good standing in your community and are irtterested, you
may learn more details by writing to Box 32-K. Please state
present position and how long you have lived in this area.
Down payment of $2,500.00 is required.

Lodger and Times File
Captain Palmer B. Corn of Murray is now studying
a course in logistics at the Army Air Forces Institution of
Technology at Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, headquarters
of the Air Material Command.
Funeral services for John Frank Brook, 77, who died
Friday, November 22, at his home on Farmington Route
One were held Saturday at Bell ('ity.
The Murray High School Tigers, pace setters in the
Western Kentucky Conference, left .liky bus yesterday
.morning to keep their Thanksgiving Day date with the
By S. V. FOY
iBlu Devils of Henry Clay High School, Lexington.
Tobacco Grading
•
Master Sergeant and Mil. E. S. Jones were through
Murray for a short visit Monday.,.They were on their way
lor, 50 per cent wettable powder, 8 pounds per 100 gallons to Nashvill to visit Mr.' Jones' parents before he saik for
of water; Rotenance, a 1 per cent Europe in the near future. Mrs. Jones is the daughter of
dust.
Mrs. Mabel Pullen. She will sail this spring to join her
husband
in Europe. Jones has completed 16 years service
For beet not ready to slaughter use DDT, Chlordane or toxa- with the Army and plans tentatively to return to Murray
phene at the following rate. All upon his discharge in 1950.
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Dunn of Detroit, Mich., will
three materials in 50 per ceat
wettable powder form, 8 tx.un spend the Thanksgiving holidays with their parents, Mr.
per 100 gallons water. Dust woh and Mrs. John Workman and Mr. and Mrs. Hallet Dunn.
a .10 per cent DDT dust.
Sprays are mGre effective. Wet
•Ste,011111.
"we,to
4 POW.
the cattle thoroughly for good crLr
•oR r) PIJZZLE
coverage. Generally one sprayidg
RIM OMB 011141.114
ACROSS
—Id-Breed of doe
does the job. If dusts are usou,
(collect.)
AIN A AL _
repeat the treatment in two
1-Crtny
lid /Simian
P A T
I IV A L E
troilixt.)
id-Broads of
weeks. All animals should oe
P
R'V'
0 ifMI,
phea•ants
4-Newts
es it thin
treated, not just those that apis:and oft
REIM
e
ivehnid
• WW1
pear to have lice.
r to
t of
5 MING,
13-Musical
-mutitaed
• Rubbing device work well, too,
TR I
instrument
BfJ
at the lice-infecting time. Set
14-Nerve ,etwork
42-&"ttish
HIV MORI
landowners
a post with 5 feet above ground.
15-Con t ram
11-faced
44-Pervia
From the top of the post, stretch
49-Stogie'
121-Pintait neck
airdIA
MM
E3M
%$ —4 me-idled
6o-set apart
a burlap-covered chain or a
I JIN * @QM
animal
62- ory
p1'
ti,.
AL
burlap-covered barbed wire strChaVIA
ti-rity an tibia
Bacchanals

and 12 feet long to a stake at
ground level. Add the above
chemicals to crank-case oil and
saturate the burlap on the chair
or wire. Cattle can then strad,'
this chain and treat infested
area, such as brasket, by •themselves. Circular No. 477 gives
directions_ for _insecticides solutions for this device and parasite
control. Call at the county agents
office for this circular.
Swine
Winter feeding of hogs can be
profitable if the raiser provides
warm, adequate and comfortable
shelter. Unprotected lungs can't
take winter rains, snow 'and cold

Sir Anthony Eden
TEMPORARY LEADERSHIP of the
British government is in the
hands of Richard A. Butler,
lord privy seal, and Prime
Minister Slr Anthony Eden is
resting fur at least three week:
under doctors' orders. "Severs
over-strain" of recent eventi
Is given as the reason. Fre.ri
will not, it was said, relinquish
policy control. (intermitumal)

M
g#Yen
I
b
By WILLIAM MOLE
of the book's publisher, Dodd. Mead & Co.
1933 by William mole. Reprinted bybypermission
King Features Syndicate.
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! man we watched in Montpelier
CHAPTEfc 13
you
passing feet never slack- Squale?- She nodded. "De
recognize hun here?" She looked
T"E
ened their pace. Casson gave
the photographs, discarded
Perry three minutes to get OUT of at
his ordinary

Away
Vlayfield

"Dawn tomorrow. Six copies.
Whole-plate size. At my flat."
"Oh no. . . ."
"D ouble overtime charges,"
said Casson, making tor the door.
that of Perry in
sight. then took the van back to
clothes, hesitated over Perry "It's a matter of someone's sanits garage and rd armed to Mount
ity. 1 know you won't fail me."
dressed as Bagot.
•
Street.
"I think this is him, Mr. Cas- He dodged out of the studio isnd
He changed back into his Bick-1 son but I couldn't quite swear was half-way down the street oeersteth Straet suit and wrote a Ito it in a Court of Law, sir."
fore Nevin could protest.
note. This he gave to Mrs. Baker
Strut,. from nis hat
He rang
r
"Thank vou. Mrs. Baker."
canister
of
together with the
When she had left the room he and said he would be late. He
to
deliver
it
to
film. He told her
picked up a pencil from his desk collected two sets of the anthe studio first thine next morn- and bent over the photograph of touched photographs, the key of
ing. He wanted it developed like !Perry
- dressed as Begot. He Montpelier Square Gardens which
the earlier films, and each print . worked carefully. intently, for a '1 Nigel had sent round in an ennumbered with the date and nu- quarter of an hour. Then he , velope, the written history at the
metal of its parent canister, and called her back. He gestured to Perry case, and set off for Fulhe wanted the whole lot by tea- the photograph which he had ham.
time the same day. It was a rush propped against a vase.
Strutt lived in a spacious Bat
job, urgent.
"Try this one, Mrs. Baker. Not in Bishop a Park Road. He greeted Casson with a twinkle in nis
In Bickersteth Street Casson too near."
piggy eyes.
had supper and sat down to write. - She took one look.
Adcline Strutt was forty and
"That's him. sir." Her voice
He sat up till three in the mornhistory
of
the was contented. She liked to see looked twenty-seven. Her heavy
ing, writing the
hair was untouched by gray,
pleased
gold
result
was
case in detail. The
her Mr. Casson happy He
him.
happy All he owl done was faint- her eyes blue and calm. A pity,
she could .
He did not wait for Perry the ly to pencil in heavier spectacles thought Casson, that
children. But
next morning but left the house than the gold runmed ones which nothave had more
birth
after breakfast and went to Perry had worn when he had she had nearly died giving
Mount Street, taking the nistory emerged from his house and been to their one son. Alan.
•
Casson was a favorite of hers
with him. He changed into yet photographed,
Casson scribbled a name and and she was so obviously glad to
another suit, took a raincoat and
umbrella, and drove to Knights- telephone number on a pad and see him that he was touched.
They had a vast meat, during
bridge. He parked well away threw it across to Mrs. Baker.
"Ring this, would you, and tell which Casson relaxed. They disfrom Montpelier Square.
I
get
wait
till
Nevill
to
there? cussed the future of Alan. whom
His purpose Was to keep walking, passing the southern gffertirl.111 be ten minutes." lie was out Strutt hoped would go to King's
the Square at twenty-min te in- of the door, leaving it swinging School. Canterbury.
"What's he going to be?" Castervals in order to keep a regular behind him, and down the stairs
check on Perry's presence. Perry three nit a time, scorning the son asked.
"Don't know. Too clever to be
was there, settled dowm to his slowness of the lift. He almost
sketching - and he remained in ran up Carlos Place past the a copper." Adeline smiled in
that position throughout the Connaught Hotel, along ktlams amused admiration of her nusRow. across Davies Street, and band. Casson agreed with her,
mornitig.
Casson knocked off at lunch- down Grosvenor Hill. He pushNil having .considerable respect for .
time for half-an-hour, then re- open the door of the photographic the intelligence of the Metropolisumed his patrol. Each time he studio and went straight through tan Police.
"Better let me make him a
passed. Perry was sheltering un- the waiting-room into the inner
wine merchant,- Casson suggest.
der a thorn tree, reading a newsoffi'cNee
' vill. I want you to do me ed. Adeline gave him a quick
paper.
Casson realized that he was an urgent job," he said. The pale glance and began to clear away
attasttng bra time. Perry would young man pushed back his chair, the red-and-white patterned
"Not again," he said. "I did plates.
irat move in for the kill that day.
"You men will want to gossip,"
Disgruntled, he went home to his dm for .you this morning. It's
too much. Really, it is."
she said "I'll call you later when
list.
"Never mind." said Cassor I've made the tea." Casson shudHe had a bath, changed back
Into his old suit and went into "You're the only man in town dered.
toe library to examine the tin- who can do it." To, some extent "Come along," said Strutt,
ied photographs. Three of tht it was true. Nevill was a onl- grabbing his arm. "We'll go into
pictures were no good. But two tient photographer. At Caisson's the den."
words his expression softened.
The den was a long slot off :.he
were excellent,
"Very well," he said. "What. Is dining room. It was littered with
One was of Perry dressed as
cricket
bats, pads, bursting boxes
Perry. the other of Perry dressed it?"
as Bagot. In both the little mid
Casson pushed the photograph or m'ertis"Pe slides' and piles of
! newspapers. Strutt sank into an
Was standing
outside the front over to him.
' ancient wickerwork arri-chair.
d
door of his house and. because it ,
Fake this." he said. "Re-touch
was a corner house, the name of It and re-take It so that the $pec- "Now." he said. "Talk."
the street was low on the edge
taclea look real."
Tomorrow: / Casacin faces
of the Worts.
re;at tied it distaatefully.`i to,
photoCasson called Mrs. Bakes into

winds and do well. Sheds should
have 10 square feet per hog
on feed. Taking the chill off
the drinking water will cause
more
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AFTER 44 YEARS of blindness--since he was 6 years old—Ernest
Ek realizes a childhood dream,.in Milwaukee. Wis. He can see

ths. Several types of
units are on the market.
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and catch a baseball. He underwent a successful cornea trawl:
(International Botindpitoto),
plant in Chicago.
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agency On
11.1_• ruble. Ir.ft•

by Ersde Busluniller

NANCY
I'LL HANG A
PICTURE
OVER IT

I DON'T
LIKE THAT
CRACK
IN THE
WALL

ABB1E an' SLATS
JUST STAND THERE AND
/ STARE AT ME LIKE I WAS A PRIZE HOG AT
o l A COUNTRY FAIR; AM I CHARLIE DOBBS
AGAIN-I MEAN MY FACE -IS IT THE WAY
1IT OUGHT TO BE ?
=•0' , ...
\,
7 WELL- DON'T

MY DARLING -YOU'RE CHARLIE
DOBBS AGAIN. THIE, IS THE FACE I
LOVE BECAUSE - BECAUSE IT'S PART
OF THE MAN r FELL IN
LOVE WITH- AND
NEVER,NEVER.
YES,

by Raeburn Van Buren
KEERECT- YOU'RE THE OLD
CHARLIE -THAT'S FOR SURE .1

STOPPEDCARING
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LIL' ABNER

LED 1.14R.LIN'0TH'PIANOMP(
DT-DOES YU'TAKE THIS
FORMERLY BOYLESS, GAL
FO'YORE: LAWFUL
WEDDED WIFE?

•

by Al Capp

•• 111, •TIN .

(=Etc THEY ALL .
KNOWED.TH/S
/NNERCENT GAL
WAS MARRY/A/'
A SCRAGG —
THEY'D TEAR

ME TO
CE5.72
9

—AN'DOES ‘/CD',
>10'DEE-LISHUS
MORSEL0'
FE' N I NI TY,
THIS DEE-LISHUS
MORSEL 0'
MANHOOD-

--F0''YORE
LAWFUL
WEDDED
HUSBIN
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,ynung son. Tom. and his psis de:vitalist Party boss Nikita Kh- ' Grant the wowing demands of empire Is es t.:- to haw,: any
cided to spoof the 'Texans' state
rushchev's growing belligerence Russia and satellite people's, or lasting strength.
spirit by hanging notices cid their
•
and continuing pressure for free- *rack down hard with new
The Molotov appointment could
sports cars. "Made in Siberia by
dom both inside Russia itself controls and punishments
signal the forthcoming downfall
slave labor" or "Made in Africa
and in its satellite empire, shows
Vie. the Kremlin, the one of Khrushchev.
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I However, Kadar's denunciation
of NagY and his renewed crack4'
down on his opposition failed to
dampen the spirit of the rebellious workers.
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New and Used Cars

Wave...

1956 PONTIAC Demonstrator, 4 - dor,
hard top. All power. SAVE $700.00
1953 FORD 2-door, local, 23,000 miles.
1953 CHEVROLET Bel-Air, two-door.
1953 CHEVROLET four-door "210".
1952 MERCURY
1951 DODGE four door.
1951 OONTIAC
1950 FORD
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TAKE A- DEMONSTRATION RIDE IN
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Main Street Motors
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She was 27 years of age
Survivors include her husband
Charles Ferguson of Indianapolis;
one daughter. Mary, age 9, of
Indianapolis; a grandfather, Hester Kendall of St. Louis. She
was a niece of Mrs. Jimmy Coleman of Murray route one.
Friends may call at the Max
H. Churchill Funeral Home after
2:00 p.m. on Wednesday.
Funeral arrangemehts are incomplete at the present time.
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A-Bomb Mission

The delicious difference you taste is
Getting ahead financially is not a matter of pinching
pennies." Quite to the contrary! Actually you
can spend money more happily (because free
from worries and misgivings) once you
have embarked on a program of systematic saving.
First step is to establish the amount that you reasonably
can and most certainly will save each payday. Then
see to it that these dollars go promptly into your savings account every week ... before they have a chance
to go elsewhere. You'll have more fun ;Pending
what's left... when you do your saving FIRST!

In every steaming cup of Folger's, you enjoy a
noticeably finer flavor—distinctively rich,
unusually tangy. Because Folger's is a unique blend •

5.

DC YAM) OKTA, a Japanese
surgeon from Tokyo Women's
Medical college, Is shown bk
New York. where she is spending six months studying plastic
' surgery technique. She will return home and teach Japanese
doctors how to treat mop.*
scarred by the atomic bomb.
I On tier desk is a head with
surgical clamps. (fnternatioloog

— 2% INTEREST ON. SAVINGS ACCOUNTS —

BANK OF MURRAY
MEMBER
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of nature's choicest coffee—grown in remote mountain
regions, where there is an abundance of fertile volcanic sou,
warm tr9pic sunlight and rain.

F .D I. C.

•••

•

This rare mountain coffee is conceded to have the most
satisfying tang and flavor of any coffee known today.

COFFEE

And this is the rewarding flavor that comes to you in
Folger's! It's Mountain-Grown coffee. You'll call it delicious.

So much richer In nave,that
•••• 4,944 I. wee 1/4 lime
than anti lima*, flavored broom.
you

Folger's Coffee...11's Mountain-Grown!
SIGUIAI, 01111 AND PINS

OSINDS ...OHS

AND TWO POUND

CANS
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